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IN OUT IN OUT, SHAKE IT ALL ABOUT
Three phases of nuclear power so far:
Good idea (1960 – late 1970s)
●Bad idea (late 1970s – 2005)
●Good idea (2005 – March 11 2011)
●

What comes next?

*

What do we want from our electricity supplies?

●
●
●
●

Secure supplies
Economic supplies
Environmentally acceptable supplies
Socially/politically acceptable supplies

*

First phase (1960-late 1970s) – good idea
●

●
●
●

Security of supply – severely compromised by
energy shortages, rise of Opec (especially in 1970s),
gas a bit player, concerns over strength of coal
mining unions in several areas of the world.
Economics – oil price quadrupled in 1973, doubled
in 1979, gas a bit player.
Environment – not really a driver but some concerns
over e.g. acid rain and local air quality.
Social/political – relatively benign (sometimes
enthusiastic) social and political response to nuclear
power.

*

First phase (1960 – late1970s) – good idea
●

●

Major construction programmes in many countries,
over 200 plants brought on line during 1980s.
Fastest-growing of major energy sources in 1970s
and 1980s (and 1990s, though dramatically curtailed
by then and mainly as a result of improved output
from existing plants rather than new build).

*

Second phase (late 1970s-2005) – bad idea
●

●

Security of supply – collapse of Opec, discovery of
very large quantities of natural gas (reserves tripled
1980-2005), post oil-shock global recession left
considerable overcapacity.
Economics – collapse of oil price bringing other
energy costs down, highly efficient new technology
(CCGT) with low costs even in relatively small units,
increases in nuclear costs owing to a number of
factors including tighter regulation even before Three
Mile Island and Chernobyl, effects of liberalisation of
power markets.

*

Second phase (late 1970s-2005) – bad idea
●

●

Environment – still not major driver but growing
concerns over radiation adding to costs for nuclear
power: although also post 1992 Rio Convention
climate change emerged as a (modest) driver the
dash for gas in the UK saw significant reductions in
carbon dioxide emissions in the 1990s.
Social/political – severe problems after Three Mile
Island and (particularly) Chernobyl – phase-out
policies in Italy (fulfilled), Sweden, Germany,
moratoria on more build in Netherlands, UK,
Switzerland, policy or legal obstacles to entering
nuclear club in many other countries.

*

OIL PRICE (US$ 2009)

*

Extent of overnight cost overruns in US nuclear
construction
$ per kW(e)

*

WORLD NUCLEAR GENERATING CAPACITY BY AGE
(368 GW, 87% 15 YEARS OLD OR MORE)

Third phase (2005-2011) – good idea
●

Security of supply – reemergence of concerns
about international security of supply after Middle
East unrest, Russian interruptions of exports of
gas/oil to Ukraine/Belarus 2005/6; tightening of
capacity margins in many countries which had
liberalised their power markets; recognition of
challenge of intermittency of some renewables.

*

FLUCTUATIONS IN WIND POWER FEED IN E.ON NETZ
CONTROL AREA, GERMANY, NOVEMBER 2003

*

Third phase (2005-2011) – good idea
●

●

Security of supply – reemergence of concerns
about international security of supply after Middle
East unrest, Russian interruptions of exports of
gas/oil to Ukraine/Belarus 2005/6; tightening of
capacity margins in many countries which had
liberalised their power markets; recognition of
challenge of intermittency of some renewables.
Economics – oil price reached $147 per barrel in
2008, fell away but returned to over $100 in 2011,
with high gas and coal prices. Uranium price also
rose but smaller proportion of total costs.

*

Oil price 2011/12 ($ per barrel)

*

Third phase (2005-2011) – good idea
●

Environment – growing concern about greenhouse
gas emissions and their effects.

*

Global carbon dioxide emissions

*

Third phase (2005-2011) – good idea
●

●

Environment – growing concern about greenhouse
gas emissions and their effects.
Social/political – major change in political sentiment
(partly as result of declining influence of Green party
in many countries), public becoming more
comfortably in part because of (nearly!) 25 years of
high safety standards.

*

How favourable or unfavourable are your overall
opinions of nuclear energy? (UK)

*

NUCLEAR RENAISSANCE
Well …
In 2003 three utilities (Entergy, Exelon and Dominion Resources)
announced their intention to apply for licenses for new build in the
USA and it was reported that officials in the Bush administration
believed that the first new reactors would be finished around 2010.
●‘There’s talk of a nuclear second coming every few years and so
far, obviously, without success on their part’
●

(Alan Nogee, Union of Concerned Scientists)

But …

*

Plants under construction (62)

*

27 LICENSE APPLICATIONS IN USA

*

Fourth phase – good idea, bad idea?
●

Security of supply – still concerns over lack of
power capacity in future as e.g. some 35 GW of
capacity comes offline in UK over next 20 years and
geopolitics of hydrocarbons, but also issues over
security of nuclear supplies – uranium a finite
resource (perhaps one cycle of thermal nuclear
plants if much expanded from current levels) and
questions over effects of a Fukushima-type incident
on lifetime extension or even curtailing operational
plants (e.g. Germany).

*

Fourth phase – good idea, bad idea?
●

●

Economics – interesting questions as to whether
liberalised markets can deliver environmentally
acceptable and, especially, secure supplies (they
can do economics and probably social acceptability).
Even before Fukushima costs rising, reminiscent of
1970s.

*

COST OF NUCLEAR NEW BUILD (USA)
Forecast

Overnight cost
($ per kW)

USDoE (2002)

1,200
1,500

MIT (2003)

2,000

Keystone Centre (2007)

2,950
2,950

Moody’s Investor Services (2007)

Total plant cost
($ per kW)

Total plant cost –
two 1100 MW units
($ billions).

3,600
4,000
4,000
6,000

Florida Power and Light (2007)

3,108
4,540

5,492
8,081

12.1
17.8

Duke Energy (2008)

4,924

Progress Energy (2008)

6,360

14.0

Georgia Power (2008)

6,500

6.4 for 45% stake

Southern Company (2011)

6,091

13.4

Scana Corp (2011)

4,700

10.5

*

Recent experience of cost overruns
●

●

●

●

Olkiluoto-3 (Finland), 1600MW Areva EPR initially expected to cost
some €3 billion and to be available in May 2009, currently running
some four years behind schedule with projected final costs of €5.6
billion ($8 billion, or $5,000 per kW).
Flamanville-3 (France, EPR) initially expected to cost €3.4 billion,
restated at €6 billion ($8.5 billion) in July 2011, four year delay in
starting operation (from 2012 to 2016) in part because of postFukushima safety tests. Safety questions raised by regulator in August
2011.
Experience in Asia-Pacific pretty good recently (e.g. South Korea,
China).
But Lungmen (Taiwan), two Advanced Boiling Water Reactors
(ABWRs), five years behind schedule (largely for political reasons),
initial costs $3.7 billion, estimated (mid-2008) at between $7.4 billion
and $9.1 billion ($2,750 to $3,400 per kW).

*

Cost implications of Three Mile Island

FOUR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FUKUSHIMA AND TMI
TMI happened in a new plant (less than a year old at time of the
accident), Fukushima in 1960s technology so probably less
relevant technically.
●TMI happened as major expansion was well underway, involving
many plants being redesigned when already partially constructed, a
much more expensive proposition than an y design changes before
construction has begun.
●TMI happened at a time of overcapacity owing to recession of
1973-1979 and (soon) falling oil prices, certainly by the time of
Chernobyl.
●TMI happened for ‘no particular reason’, Fukushima as a result of
a 14 metre tsunami (plants survived the Magnitude 9 earthquake
well); of 14 reactors in earthquake-tsunami zone only the four
oldest caused problems.
●

*

More differences between Fukushima and TMI
●

●
●

First time four reactors were in play at the same time
– question re vulnerability of multi-reactor sites if they
face a generic external threat.
Spent fuel issue brought into focus.
Much more widespread coverage in the age of
internet and 24 hour rolling news.

*

Fourth phase – good idea, bad idea?
●

Environment – Fukushima may help to bring risks of
radiation into perspective? Climate change likely to
become more serious not less, as it was unlikely that
international obligations would be met even with a
major nuclear renaissance – Japan already talking
about diluting commitment to reduce greenhouse
gags emission by 25% by 2020, Germany facing grid
instability (December 2011) forewent 13 TWh of
exports compared with 2010 despite mild summer
and winter. But growing public (if not political)
scepticism about climate change.

*

Fourth phase – good idea, bad idea?
●

Social/political – range of responses to Fukushima. Major
policy adjustments in Japan, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland,
Italy; pauses but probably no major change in China, France
(though M Hollande had sounded lukewarm to nuclear), South
Korea, UK, USA. ‘Stress tests’ across Europe largely completed
but likely to introduce delays at least to new build programmes.
Questions over communications strategy of Japanese, need to
review International Nuclear Event Scale (INES – supposed to
aid the production of prompt information to help people
understand what is happening – actually saw Japanese delay
for over two weeks to produce something which was extremely
unhelpful in describing Fukushima as ‘like’ Chernobyl in any real
respect except some offsite releases and local evacuation).

*

HAVE WE BEEN HERE BEFORE?
Yes and no.
●Yes – rising costs of investment even before
Fukushima; Fukushima; economic climate (SSE, E.On
and RWE withdrew from UK market, though Rosatom,
China, Middle East, Exelon expressing interest).
●No – need for enormous investment in new capacity of
some description, climate change, liberalised markets,
political opposition and changes relationship among
public, political and technical realms especially in age of
instant mass communication.
●

*

Have we been here before?
●
●

●

●

Question still remains if not nuclear what?
World Energy Council 2030 outlook suggests 39%
greater energy use than in 2010 (almost all the
growth coming in less developed countries) assuming
considerable improvements in energy efficiency;
proportion of energy produced by oil, coal and gas
falling from 88% to 81%, i.e. usage rising 12.5%.
Did we use all the awful sources of energy first (from
a Green Movement perspective) and keep the really
good and trivially easy ones till last? Maybe but can
we bet the planet on it?
Can we ever get the risks of radiation into proper
proportion?

*

